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Roland SG M300 & M48
The Roland Systems Group has been creating an impressive and comprehensive
family of interrelated and interoperable products spanning real-world requirements.
JON THORNTON checks out the latest digital mixer and the personal mixing system.

I

’ve long been a fan of Roland System Group’s
Digital Snake systems. In a world where
competing standards change almost monthly,
and in time-pressured live situations where
your recall of IP addressing may not be what
it should be, there has always been something
refreshingly straightforward about the relative
plug-and-playability of its REAC audio over
Ethernet system.
For those who may not be familiar
with the REAC system, here’s a short
overview. A single REAC cable
(Cat5E) can carry up to 40 channels
of digital audio in both directions
between
two
connected
devices. The transmission
protocol is proprietary, but
manages to accomplish
this with very low
latency (circa 300
microseconds).
For ease of setup and use, a
REAC device
is categorised,
and in most cases
switchable,
as
working in one of three
modes — Master, Slave or Split. A
Master device can receive signals from, and
send signals to a connected Slave device, and a Split
device can effectively access and use any signals
present on that REAC bus from the Master, but can’t
input any signals to it. But getting analogue and digital
audio in and out of breakout boxes connected via a
single Ethernet capable only scratches the surface of
REAC’s capabilities. It’s only when combined with
Roland’s range of digital consoles and other ‘REAC
aware’ peripherals that the true power of what Roland
term the V-Mixing System really becomes apparent.
A new addition to the V-Mixer range in the form
of the M300 brings the total variants to three. The
original M400 featured 48 channels with 24 faders
plus a master fader in a table-top form factor. This
was supplemented a year or so ago by the M380
(Resolution V8.8), which offers the same channel
count and an almost identical feature set, but in
a smaller, rack-mountable form factor. The new
M300 is the most compact V-Mixer yet, but unlike
its siblings only has 32 channels. As I reviewed
the mid size M380 when it was released I’ll forgo a
blow by blow account of its operation as, in common
with many digital console families, there is a lot of
similarity in terms of user interface and operation.
Instead, let’s concentrate on what’s new or different
with the new model.
Surprisingly, that’s not quite as straightforward as
it seems — what Roland hasn’t done is simply scale
back existing features and reduce the channel count,
but has scaled back some and actually added others.
The most obvious difference is that the M300 has
more faders than the M380 — 16 plus a master fader,
meaning that the user is only switching between
two layers to access all of the channels rather than
the four layers of the M380. The signal architecture
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has also been
changed somewhat.
Yes, there are only 8 auxiliary
buses and 4 matrices rather than the
16 aux buses and 8 matrices of the larger
consoles, but the matrices can be addressed directly
from the input channels as well as from the buses,
giving a measure of added flexibility. A dedicated
main centre bus for LCR work is also available,
instead of having to assign one of the aux buses for
this purpose.
A real step forward is the addition of dedicated
EQs and delays on all outputs, including auxiliary
buses and matrix outputs. This is something I felt was
lacking with the M380 for some applications. The EQ
capability of the desk has also been improved — each
channel now offers a 4-band EQ with the low and
high bands switchable between shelving and peaking
responses — both the M400 and M380 have fixed
shelving responses for the low and high bands. The
aux and matrix outputs take this even further, with
an 8-band parametric EQ available on each (low
and high bands in this case can be peaking, shelving
or a HPF/LPF). A final plus is that each of the 32
input channels has a dynamics processor available
— the larger consoles can assign up to 24 dynamics
processors shared across the 48 channels.
But, as always it’s a question of give and take, so
what’s been taken away? Apart from the obvious
channel count, you get only 4 rather than 8 external
effects loops, no real-time spectrum analyser or
dedicated graphic EQs, and only 4 mute groups and
DCA groups. Interfacing has also changed slightly.
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There are a total of 12 assignable analogue inputs (four
XLR, four TRS balanced jack and four unbalanced
phono) but only the four XLR inputs will accept mic
level signals and provide phantom power, and there
is no dedicated talkback mic input. The story is the
same with the assignable outputs — there are 8
balanced outputs in total, split equally between XLRs
and TRS jacks, and a single SPDIF optical output (no
coax output). Of course, these I-O limitations are of no
real concern when using REAC peripherals, and the
M300 still sports two individually addressable REAC
ports, although it loses the provision of an additional
‘backup’ port for seamless switchover in the event
of connection failure.
All of which makes it a
little hard to really place
the M300 in the lineup particularly as it
can be (optionally)
rackmounted just as
easily as the M380, and
in less space. In some
ways it’s a better fit for
the installed sound, AV
and conference market
than the M380.
Let’s turn our attention now
to the M48 Personal Mixer. The
idea of personalised monitoring
mixes isn’t a new one, they’ve
been around in various incarnations
of analogue and analogue/digital
hybrids for some time now, but the
M48 system does really step things up
to the next level.
What you get with the M48 is a
compact rectangular box about 30cm wide
by 17cm deep. It’s solidly put together and
looks eminently gigable, right down to the
nice touch of corner protectors built in, and
the variety of included and optional hardware
solutions for mounting it on mic stands or table
tops. The front panel is dominated by eight rotary
encoders, each with a LED ring around them, and a
variety of pushbuttons together with some traditional
pots. In essence, you could describe the M48 as a
40:16:2 mixer as it’s essentially what it does. The 40
potential mix sources are fed to it over a single REAC
connection, and an M48 is effectively permanently
configured as a REAC Split device in a system — in
other words it listens to and accesses audio sources,
but doesn’t return any back up the REAC bus.
Setting up an M48 using any of Roland’s V-Mixers
is very straightforward. The first step is to define
which of the consoles sources are routed to the REAC
output being used to address the M48, using a simple
on-screen patching matrix. The next step is where
things get a little more cunning. Each connected M48
appears in a set of display pages on the console with
a unique ID, and can have a more meaningful name
attached to it. For each M48, the desk operator can
set level and pan for any of the 40 sources defined
earlier. In addition, these sources (post level and pan)
can be assigned to up to 16 stereo sub-groups, the
only caveat being that a source cannot be assigned
to more than one sub-group. And both of these steps
apply only to that specific M48.
This is where you need to make a big, if slightly
unintuitive leap. You see, although the settings
described above for level, pan and grouping are set
remotely, they are actually implemented by the M48
itself — in other words the mixing is devolved to that
device based on the remote settings. Not only that,
but the end-user can also modify that mix to suit
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themselves. They do this by being able to balance the level and pan
of individual groups, to apply (basic) individual EQ to each group,
and even to add an onboard reverb to each group. These operations
are incredibly straightforward and simply involve selecting the
appropriate layer of groups (the eight rotary encoders work in two
banks) and then pressing the appropriate button for the parameter
you want to alter. It’s pretty idiot proof, but you can also choose
to make it even simpler if necessary, by assigning sources at a
particular level and pan to an individual M48 but not assigning them
to a subgroup. In this case, they will appear at the main output of
the M48 in that balance, but the user doesn’t have to control them.
So you could, for instance, assign just a vocal source to a group for
a vocalist, and everything else without a group assignment. The
vocalist then simply has a ‘more or less of me’ control available.
The back panel of the M48 gives headphone outputs on ¼-inch
TRS and 3.5mm mini jack, together with an overall attenuator to
adjust for differing headphone sensitivities. Each M48 also has a
built-in microphone, which the user can blend into their mix to add
some stage ambience to taste. Line level outputs, which are post a
separate front panel level control are also provided on balanced TRS
jacks and an unbalanced 3.5mm mini jack. Another neat touch is
that these line level outputs can be configured (again, remotely via
a connected V-Mixer) to output either the main bus, the headphone
bus (pre the headphone level control) or the aux bus, which is fed
from an aux input provided on the rear panel. A low-pass filter can
also be configured for the line-output, with cut-off frequencies of
80 or 120Hz — useful for feeding a stage monitor to provide some
thump while monitoring over IEMs.
One thing that is noticeably lacking from the rear panel is a
power supply input, as the M48 is designed to receive power using
the power over Ethernet protocol on its REAC connection. With a
single unit, this can be achieved by using a suitable in-line device
to supply power. But the real power of the system is when using
multiple M48s fed from the same REAC bus (remember, the level,
pan and group settings are made for each individual unit). In this
case, a REAC splitter (aka Ethernet switch) needs to be employed
and Roland’s S-4000D is a 10-port switch that can also supply
power on eight of those ports. Not only that, but it automatically
detects whether a connected device requires what they term ‘REAC
embedded power’, and switches this On or Off. A single S4000-D
can therefore feed up to eight M48s, and multiple S4000-Ds can
be cascaded together to allow systems to be built with up to 24
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individually addressable M48s.
It’s an incredibly well thought out, scalable and powerful system
and, of course, the big advantage is that all of that devolved mixing
to the individual boxes means that you aren’t using up buses on
your mixer, whether that be a FOH or dedicated monitor mixer. It
works best in the tightly integrated ecosystem of the Roland mixer
and digital snake world, as the management and set-up of M48s is
simply an extension of the mixing console GUI. However, for those
who may be using different mixers in conjunction with a REAC
digital snake, it is also possible to use a standalone software editor to
perform the same set-up and management functions via the remote
port on a connected digital snake unit.

If you …
wanted to save
weight, space &
installation time by
exchanging your
analog multi-cores
for a digital audio
network...

Once you’ve figured the cost of each M48, the appropriate
number of S4000-Ds, a digital snake system and possibly a Roland
V-Mixer (not to mention some high quality Ethernet cables),
then the financial outlay becomes quite significant. But for those
productions that can absorb that cost, there probably isn’t a better
personal monitor system out there. n

PROS

M300: Small footprint; good EQ and dynamics
implementation; delay and EQ available on bus and
matrix outputs.
M48: Scalable, flexible and powerful personal
monitoring; no separate PSU; can provide entirely
customised mixes without tying up console buses;
completely recallable set-ups per mixer; allows simple
and complex end-user experiences.

CONS

M300: Only four onboard mic level inputs; reduced
number of buses and matrix outputs compared to M380.
M48: No separate PSU (for single M48 applications);
requires other V-Mixing components to work; large
systems could be costly.
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